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have marked a departure from the
relative stability in international markets since World War II. The difficulties began with the deterioration in the United States merchandisetrade
balance in 1971. Large movements of short-term capital also occurred as
anxiety over the dollar increased. The result was imposition of an import
surcharge and suspension of gold convertibility by the United States on
August 15, 1971. Throughout the fall of 1971, the dollar depreciated on
foreign exchange markets relative to most major currencies. With the
Smithsonian agreement in December 1971, the U.S. import surcharge was
removed and a new set of fixed parities was agreed upon, with wider bands
than had existed previously. In June 1972, a sterling crisis erupted, leading
to a float of the British pound. Even though the monthly trade balance for
the United States improved little in 1972, two events stimulated confidence
in the dollar after the sterling crisis: Late in August, U.S. money market
rates rose significantly, and the efforts of the United States to halt inflation
appeared to be achieving some success while inflation was worsening in
Western Europe.'
However, late 1972 was marked by mounting apprehension over the
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their monetary policies. Confidence in the dollar eroded further in the
middle of December, when U.S. trade figures for November revealed that
the monthly merchandise trade deficit had grown to $663 million from an
average of $497 million for the previous six months. A number of factors
reinforcedthe pressure on the dollar in January 1973: intensified apprehension over renewed inflationary pressuresin the United States, a sharp drop
in U.S. stock prices, concern that U.S. interest rates might not rise sufficiently to maintain external balance, introduction of a two-tier market for
the weakening Italian lira and the related floating upward of the Swiss
franc, release of the December U.S. trade balance figures, which showed another bad month (ironically, the initially reported deficit of $563 million
was later revised downward to $441 million), and the release of German
data indicating substantial growth in that nation's trade surplus during
1972.2 In February the German mark reached its ceiling, forcing both
American and German monetary authorities to intervene (on Friday, February 2, the last of the available mark balances held by the Federal Reserve
were sold); and Chairman Wilbur D. Mills of the U.S. House Ways and
Means Committee called for a further devaluation of the dollar and urged
the convocation of an international monetary conference to realign the
major currencies.3It is reportedthat the German central bank bought more
than $6 billion in an effort to prevent another unilateral revaluation of the
mark, swelling its reserves to the equivalent of $32.4 billion by Friday,
February 9.4 On Monday, February 12, U.S. Treasury SecretaryGeorge P.
Shultz announced the 10 percent devaluation of the dollar and the government's understanding that the Japanese yen would temporarilyjoin those
currencies then floating. The crisis continued into March, however, and
exchange markets in Europe were officially closed during the week of
March 5-9 with the dollar quoted below its new floor rates.5 The result of
these events has been the float that now prevails.
What has been learned from the developments in foreign exchange markets that culminated in the February 12 devaluation of the dollar? The
lesson is that it is becoming increasingly difficult, if not impossible, for
2. Ibid.,pp. 143-44; WallStreetJournal,February26, 1973,p. 1; EconomicIndicators
(January1973), p. 23.
3. "Treasuryand FederalReserve ... Operations,"p. 144, and WallStreetJournal,
February8, 1973, p. 5.
4. WallStreetJournal,February14, 1973, p. 3.
5. "Treasuryand FederalReserve . . . Operations,"p. 145.
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central banks to maintain a fixed parity system when the official rates deviate significantly from the market rates. The first reason is increased private capital mobility: The amount of liquid funds held by large multinational corporations is growing rapidly and may be sufficientlylarge relative
to the reserves of central banks to swamp the effects of intervention by national monetary authorities in crises. A recent study by the U.S. Tariff
Commission shows that at the end of 1971, private institutions internationally controlled some $268 billion in short-term liquid assets.6 By
comparison, the reserves of the world's major central banks equaled less
than $68 billion. A second new factor in the foreign exchange markets is the
presence of rather substantial holdings of foreign exchange reserves by
Middle Eastern and African oil countries placed mostly in the Eurodollar
market. These moneys moved very rapidly in the recent crisis from weak
currencies into strong currencies.7 Such profit-maximizing behavior contrasts with that of European central banks, who engage in counter-speculative activity.

Short-runEffects of Exchange Rate Changes on Trade
This chronology of the recent crisis serves as a background for a discussion of the short-runeffects of exchange rate changes on trade based on the
elasticities approach.8
Two topics are treated in this section: "currency-contractanalysis" and
the "pass-through" problem. Currency-contract analysis deals with that
brief period immediately following a devaluation (or appreciation)in which
contracts negotiated prior to the change fall due. As used here, passthrough analysis refers to the behavior of international prices on contracts
agreed upon after the devaluation has taken place but before it has effected
significant changes in quantities. Thus, both topics are addressed to the
6. WallStreetJournal,February13, 1973, p. 2.
7. The WallStreetJournal,March 1, 1973, p. 1, cites one study showing that of the
$15 billion in centralbank holdings in the Eurodollarmarket,approximatelyone-half
came from MiddleEasternand North Africancountries.
8. Severaltheoreticalapproachesto devaluationhave greatermacroeconomicconsistency and better general equilibriumpropertiesthan does the elasticitiesapproach.
However, the latter is used in this paper because of the short-run,partial equilibrium
natureof the presentanalysisand becauseit is richerthan the othersin its detailedimplications for changesin both import and export prices.
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short-runprice effectsof devaluationbefore quantitiesbegin to respond.
Thefinalsectionof the paperwill dealbrieflywiththe initialportionof the
quantity-adjustment
period.
On both short-runtopics,the presshas madeconfusingand misleading
statements,whichneedclarification.Moreover,the short-runanalysismay
shedsomelighton the empiricalquestionof whythe U.S. tradebalancedeterioratedso muchin 1972despitethe devaluationof the dollarin 1971.
Bransonreporteda yearago thatboththeArmingtonandMageemodels
pointedto a favorableeffectof devaluationwithinat most two years.On
the otherhand,GerardAdamsand LawrenceKlein-the self-styled"elasticity pessimists"-expectedno significantimprovementin the U.S. trade
balanceas a resultof devaluation.9
Developmentsin 1972disappointedthe
expectationsof elasticityoptimistsandadherentsto the monetaryapproach
to the balanceof payments.'0The annualU.S. tradebalancedeteriorated
froma surplusof $2.2 billionin 1970to deficitsof $2.7 billionin 1971and
$6.8 billionin 1972.11
The performancein 1972has beenexplainedby severalfactors.The first
argumentis thatthe rapidincreasein domesticactivityin the UnitedStates
relativeto activityabroadin 1972swampedany favorableeffectsthat the
devaluationmighthavegenerated.Theimportanceof the levelof economic
9. See WilliamH. Branson,"TheTradeEffectsof the 1971CurrencyRealignments,"
BrookingsPapers on EconomicActivity(1:1972), pp. 15-58, and, in the same volume,
LawrenceR. Klein, "Commentsand Discussion," pp. 59-65. Hereafter,this document
will be referredto as BPEA, followed by the date.
10. The monetaristapproacharguesthat the increasedprice of both exportablesand
importablesin terms of the devaluingcountry'scurrencywill lead to a decline in the
country's real balances. Efforts to rebuild these balances will result in flow excess
demands for money and flow excess supplies of goods and securities.For the United
States, no evidenceof the formeremerged,although there is the following evidenceon
adjustmentsin securitiesmarkets.
The 1971 devaluation of the dollar reduced the foreign currency price of assets
denominatedin dollars.Net foreign purchasesof U.S. securitiesjumped to $4.6 billion
in 1972,up from $2.3 billionin 1971.Two-thirdsof this rise was due to increasedbuying
of U.S. stocks. Foreign purchasesof U.S. bonds also increased:In 1972, foreigners
purchased$2.0 billion,against$1.2 billionin 1971.Similarly,the dollarpriceof securities
denominatedin foreign currencyincreasedwhen the dollar was devalued. As a result,
net U.S. purchasesof foreign securitiesfell from $0.9 billion in 1971 to less than $0.6
billion in 1972 (Wall Street Journal,February15, 1973, p. 3). As a result of the most
recent devaluation,anxiety over foreign takeoversof U.S. firmsrose (a reverseServanSchreibereffect).
Thus, whilethe effectof the 1971devaluationon tradeis open to question,some stock
adjustment(albeit infinitesimal)has been made in the long-termcapital accounts in the
expecteddirections.
11. WallStreetJournal,February15, 1973, p. 3.
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activity as the key short-rundeterminantof trade flows has been well
established.12
The relationshipbetweenthe U.S. trade balanceand the
differentialgrowthof foreignand U.S. industrialproductionfrom 1967to
1973is shownin Figure 1. In 1969and early 1970,the growthof foreign
industrialactivity generallystrengthenedrelativeto that of the United
States,with an accompanyingincreasein the U.S. trade balance.From
1970:2 to 1972:3, the growthof foreignindustrialactivitymoved down
relativeto U.S. activity,andthe U.S. tradebalancefell substantially.Thus,
part of the explanationfor the deteriorationin the 1972tradebalanceis
simplyrapidU.S. expansionrelativeto foreignexpansion.
A secondexplanationof the 1972experienceis thatthe expansionof real
exportsand the retardationof real importsoccur only after substantial
lags. Junz and Rhomberghave identifiedat least five lags in the process
betweenchangesin exchangeratesand theirultimateeffectson realtrade:
lags in recognitionof the changedsituation,in the decisionto changereal
of inventoriesand materials,
variables,in deliverytime,in the replacement
and in production.13
Theirempiricalevidencesupportslags of up to five
yearsin the effectsof exchangeratechangeson marketsharesof countries
in worldtrade.
Qualitativeevidenceon lags has been presentedin severalareas.BorgWarnerCorporationis reportedto exportmanyhighlyengineereditemsin
whichbuyingdecisionsaremadeovera fairlylong time.For airconditioning compressorsfor autos,at leasta one-yearleadtimeis requiredto put a
12. This is confirmedin most econometric studies of trade flows. See William H.
Branson, "The Balance of Payments in 1970," BPEA (1:1971), pp. 219-25; H. S.
Houthakkerand Stephen P. Magee, "Income and Price Elasticitiesin World Trade,"
Review of Economicsand Statistics, Vol. 51 (May 1969), pp. 111-25; and Arthur B.
Laffer,"MonetaryPolicy and the Balanceof Payments,"Journalof Money, Creditand
Banking,Vol. 4 (February1972), pp. 13-22. A chart similarto Figure 1 has been published by ArthurB. Lafferin "Do DevaluationsReally Help Trade?"in the WallStreet
Journal,February5, 1973, p. 10, and shows an even closer relationshipbetween the
trade balanceand relative growth rates in gross national product(on an annual basis)
than is shown in Figure 1. It should be emphasizedthat the casual empiricismpursued
here should be supplantedby analysisusing a full-scalemodel of world trade of the sort
underwayin ProjectLINK. A final observationis that the properfunctionalrelationship
is betweenthe flows of trade and the flows of income (or industrialproduction).Thus,
relativechangesin the activity flows should be relatedto changesin the tradebalance,
ratherthan the trade balanceitself. This should be kept in mind in analyzingFigure 1,
where,for pedagogicalreasons, I have plotted the trade balance.
A,13. Helen B. Junz and Rudolf R. Rhomberg, "Price Competitivenessin Export
Trade Among IndustrialCountries,"in American Economic Association, Papers and
Proceedingsof the Eighty-fifthAnnualMeeting, 1972 (AmericanEconomicReview,Vol.
63, May 1973), pp. 412-18.
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Figure 1. U.S. Trade Balance and Differential Growthof Foreign and
U.S. IndustrialProduction, 1967-73
Billionts of dollars (seasonially adjusted)
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modelinto production.Makersof complicatedproductionmachineryalso
cite substantiallags betweenordersand shipments.Dow Chemicalhas
been cited as a companythat will probablybuild facilitiesin the United
Statesthat might have been built overseasif the dollarhad not been devalued.14

The implicationsfrequentlydrawnfrom the eventsfollowingthe 1971
devaluationof the dollar are that (1) improvementin the trade balance
dependson whetherthe devaluationaffectsthe real volumeof trade,and
(2) a tradebalancemust get worse after a devaluationbefore it can get
better.While some ex post supportcan be found for these propositions,
they are by no meansinevitabletheoretically.Proposition(2) impliesthe
widelydiscussed"J-curve"of a country'stradebalanceafterdevaluation.
Theidea of the J-curvehas beendevelopedin light of the adverseshort-run
movementsof the tradebalanceafterboth the 1967 Britishand the 1971
U.S. devaluations.The followingquotationfrom the WallStreetJournal
illustratesthe view:
t:

14. WallStreetJournal,March 8, 1973, p. 14.
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PlottingtheJ-Curve
The worseningU.S. tradedeficitin the monthsafterdevaluationhasn'treally
beenunexpected.Economistssay that only in the long run areinternationaltrading patternsaffectedby new currencyvalues. "Buying patterns don't change
overnightbecausepriceshave changed,"a U.S. trade expertsays.
The effect on a nation's trade caused by devaluationof its currencycan be
plottedin what economistscall a J-curve,becausethe tradepictureworsensbefore showingimprovement."Butwhendevaluationtakeshold," a Britishofficial
says, recallingthe pound's devaluationin 1967, "the change can come quite
suddenly."15

The analysis of this report will emphasize that in the period before the
quantities of trade start adjusting to a devaluation (that is, during the
currency-contract and pass-through periods), there is no logical necessity
for a country's trade balance to deteriorate, any more than for it to improve or remain constant.

CURRENCY-CONTRACT ANALYSIS

I shall now develop a taxonomy of the possible effects on the U.S. trade
balance of a devaluation of the dollar during the currency-contractperiod.
First examine the effect of a devaluation of the dollar on the value of
U.S. exports in both dollars ($) and foreign currencies (FC). Assume for
simplicity that the foreign exchange rate before devaluation is $1 = FC1.
Suppose a U.S. exporter agrees to sell, and a foreign importer to buy, one
hundred units of a product for $1 per unit or, equivalently, FC1 per unit.
Assume that during the period between the time the contract is entered into
and the time final payment is made the United States devalues the dollar
from $1/FC to $1.25/FC. The important question after the devaluation is
whether the contract is denominated in the foreign currency or in dollars.
If the contract is denominated in foreign currency (alternative XFC), then
the U.S. exporter receives FC100, which now equals $125, thus obtaining a
$25 capital gain. In that case, the price of U.S. exports rises 25 percent in
dollars and is unchanged in foreign currencies.
However, if the contract is denominated in dollars (alternativeX$), U.S.
exporters receive $100; but foreign importers pay only FC80 and have a
capital gain of FC20 due to the dollar devaluation.
Consider now the effect on U.S. importsof the devaluation of the dollar.
As before, the results depend on whetherthe contract is denominated in the
15. WallStreetJournial,December 18, 1972, p. 1.
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foreign currency(alternativeMFC) or dollars (alternativeM$). If an initial
contract for one hundred units of imports is denominated in foreign currency at FCI per unit, U.S. importers must pay $125 after the devaluation,
sustaining a capital loss of $25. If, on the other hand, the contract is denominated in dollars, U.S. importers pay $100 and foreign exporters get
only FC80, thus absorbing a capital loss equal to FC20.
The moral of the preceding analysis is that a seller in world markets
prefers payment in currencies expected to strengthen; that is, he will wish
to denominate export contracts in a currency expected to appreciate. But
the preference of the buyer is just the reverse: The importer wishes to pay
in currencies that are expected to weaken in order to get a capital gain
or avoid a capital loss.
The two alternatives for exports and the two for imports suggest an
overall taxonomy of four possible cases of contracting for exports and
imports. These are shown in Table 1. Case 1, combining alternatives XFC
and M$, assures an improvement in the U.S. trade balance, whether measured in dollars or in foreign currency, since exports increase in dollars,
while imports fall in foreign currency(a bar over either X or M means it is
unchanged with devaluation). Case 2, which combines alternatives XFC
and MFC, involves no change in the U.S. trade balance in foreign currency. However, it goes up or down, or stays constant in dollars, depending
on whether the initial situation was a surplus, deficit, or balance. Case 3,
which combines X$ and M$, is similar: no change in dollars and a threeway possibility in foreign currencies. Case 4-the combination of X$ and
MFC-yields an unambiguous deterioration: A capital loss is experienced
on U.S. exports in foreign currency and on imports in dollars.
Thus, the initial portion of the J-curve-the decline in the U.S. trade
balance measured in dollars in the currency-contractperiod-is inevitable
only in case 4, and is possible in only one other case-case 2-providing
U.S. trade was initially in deficit. To generalize, a necessary condition for
the initial decline measured in dollars is that U.S. import contracts are in
foreign currency.
Even the mechanical classification system in Table 1 can help clarify
some confusion in the press over currency contracts and devaluation. The
following statement, made two days after the most recent devaluation of
the dollar, is illustrative:
Manyanalystsareskepticalthat devaluationwill significantlynarrowthis [U.S.
trade] gap. In fact, the immediateimpact will be to worsenthe [U.S.] deficit.
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That'sbecausegoods contractedfor at pre-devaluationpricesby U.S. importers
will requiremore dollarsin payment,and exportsalreadyin the streamof trade
will earnfewerdollars.'6
Three comments are in order. First, deterioration of the U.S. trade balance
in dollars is not inevitable: It occurs only in cases 2 and 4 in Table 1.
Second, goods imported into the United States cost more in dollars only on
that portion of contracts denominated in foreign currency. In general, the
percentage increase in the dollar value of U.S. imports, %AM, as a result of
a dollar devaluation, equals the summation across countries of the products
of the following three variables: the share countryj takes of U.S. imports,
s7, the proportion of contracts that is denominated in that country's currency for exports to the United States, c7, and the proportional increase in
the dollar value of the currency of countryj, dj:
(1)

SoAM

=

E2s7c7dj(100).

For example, if foreign importers responsible for three-tenths of U.S. imports have five-tenths of their exports to the United States contracted for in
their own currencies, a devaluation of the dollar of 25 percent vis-'a-vis
these countries would generate a 3.75 percent increase in the value of U.S.
imports. Small values of any one of the variables s7, c7, and dj can make the
increase in the value of U.S. imports from countryj small. Third, the statement in the quotation that "exports already in the stream of trade will earn
fewer dollars" is simply false. There is no way in which the value of U.S.
exports in dollars contracted for before devaluation can decrease. For contracts in foreign currencies (cases 1 and 2), U.S. exports increase, while
contracts in dollars exhibit no effect. As in the case of imports, the percentage increase in the value of exports equals
(2)

oAX=

s7cxdj(100).

The condition under which the trade balance deteriorates in the currencycontract period following devaluation is that
(3)

,

(sxcrdXy? - sTcTdjMj) < 0.

16. WallStreetJournal,February14, 1973, p. 1.
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This condition is more likely to obtain, the larger the share of import
contracts relative to export contracts denominated in foreign currencies
(cj > c'); it also depends on the relation of these shares to the patterns
of deficits and devaluations.
Thus far, the analysis has been mechanical and taxonomic. What economic analysis can be brought to bear on the most likely empirical cases?
The currencyin which contracts are denominated is likely to be determined
by the relative market power of traders. Price makers would tend to denominate contracts so that they would get the capital gain (or minimize the
capital loss) on anticipated devaluations. In the absence of market power
on either side, the results are ambiguous and adjustments would probably
show up in timing, with a slowing of U.S. exports before an anticipated
devaluation of the dollar (as U.S. exporters and foreigners waited to obtain
a capital gain) and an acceleration of U.S. imports (as both sides attempted
to avoid possible capital losses).
Since countries tend to be more specialized in their exports than in
imports, they might be expected to have more market power in their export
markets than in import markets. In terms of the polar cases considered in
Table 1, case 2 thus might be the most likely empirically. For the United
States, this suggestion implies a deteriorationin the trade balance expressed
in dollars, since the devaluation after August 15, 1971, occurred in a deficit
situation. I could find little qualitative or survey evidence on the denomination of contracts. The multinational corporations presumably possess market power and speculate through currency contracts. For example, Dow
Chemical's division in Midland, Michigan, which exported $275 million
in plastics and chemicals last year, reports that it writes contracts and sells
in foreign currencies.17 This practice indicates profit maximization on
Dow's part, since the last two devaluations of the dollar would have given
it capital gains. A crude examination of data on U.S. import and export
prices might give another clue as to the most likely empirical case. If U.S.
export contracts are denominated in foreign currencies, a large increase in
U.S. export prices in dollars would occur immediately, while if they are
denominated in dollars, there would be no significant change in export
prices immediately after devaluation.
As might be expected, the price data are not conclusive. Export unit
values increased by 3.2 percent for all of 1971 and by 3.3 percent for all of
17. WallStreetJournal,March 8, 1973, p. 14.
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1972.18However, in September 1971, they rose 0.7 percent and in October,
1.1 percent. If most contracts are for ninety days, the bulk of contracts in
effect on August 15 would have fallen due in September and October. At
mid-December, the Smithsonian accord was reached and the dollar was
devalued again relative to the prevailing market rates for several currencies. In January 1972, U.S. export prices rose 0.4 percent, and in February,
1.1 percent (they fell by 0.9 percent in March, however). I interpret the
rises as weak and somewhat ambiguous confirmation of the idea that many
U.S. export contracts are denominated in foreign currency.
For U.S. imports, foreign currency contracts would imply rapid dollar
price increases immediately after the devaluation, while contracts denominated in dollars would imply no change then. For a frame of reference,
import unit values increased by 5.2 percent in 1971 and by 7.5 percent in
1972. In September 1971, import prices fell by 0.5 percent, but they rose by
2.0 percent in October and by 0.5 percent in November. After the Smithsonian devaluation, U.S. import prices rose by 0.4 percent in January 1972,
2.4 percent in February, and 1.8 percent in March. These are above average
increases, suggesting that many U.S. import contracts are also denominated
in foreign currency; they also conform to the price-maker argument discussed above.19
Thus, there is the mild suggestion that, of the polar cases in Table 1,
case 2 may be the most likely one when there is expectation of a dollar devaluation-that is, both export and import contracts for the United States
tend to be denominated largely in foreign currency. But such a conclusion
must be tentative in light of the widely held belief that most trade contracts
are in dollars and because dock strikes and other special factors may have
distorted the evidence for the fall of 1971.
These results indicate that the U.S. trade balance might deteriorate in
dollars in the currency-contractperiod after dollar devaluation-tracing a
declining segment of the J-curve-because of the initial deficit and some
rather complicated market forces, and not because of some theoretical
18. The sourceof the U.S. unit valueseriesused hereis the Surveyof CurrentBusiness,
Vol. 52 (March 1972), and Vol. 53 (January1973) and (April 1973), p. S23 in each.
19. A final implication of the currency-contractapproach is that if the last two
devaluationsof the dollarcause it to be undervaluedat some futuredate and revalued,
a profit-maximizingstrategyfor U.S. exporterswould be to switch from denominating
contractsin foreigncurrencyto denominatingthem in dollars.Similarly,U.S. importers
would wish to switch from denominatingcontractsin dollars to denominatingthem in
foreigncurrency.
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inevitability. That deterioration is consistent with the actual decline in the
quarterlyU.S. trade balance from 1971:3 to 1972:2 depicted in Figure 1,
although the activity variable could account for some of that movement.

PASS-THROUGH

In Branson's terminology, "successful" pass-through means that "in
devaluing countries the domestic currencyprice index of imports should be
rising substantially, while in upvaluing countries it should be falling."20
Pass-through is important because buyers have incentives to alter their
purchases of foreign goods only to the extent that the prices of these goods
change in terms of their domestic currencyfollowing a devaluation. That in
turn depends on the willingness of exporters to allow the devaluation to
affect the prices they charge for their products, measured in terms of the
buyer's currency. Branson concluded regretfully that these changes were
not taking place in full after August 1971:
. . . Japaneseand Germanexportersare, to a large extent,not passingthrough
the exchangerate changes,but ratherare holding dollar prices fairly constant
while home currencyprices fall a bit.... This means that, in additionto the
possibilityof a short-runincreasein importpaymentsin U.S. dollarsdue to the
short-runinelasticityof demand,the favorableeffectsof the devaluationon the
importside may take substantiallylonger to appearthan econometricevidence
on normalprice lags would suggest.21
Thus successful pass-through in Branson's sense means a larger and
prompter response in the quantities of trade, which would abet the success
of the devaluation in improving the trade balance, providing the MarshallLerner conditions are met. But the implications of pass-through for the
very short run, in which quantities are essentially fixed, is very different:
"Successful" pass-through implies an "unsuccessful" result for the trade
balance in that brief interval.
I shall analyze pass-through in the brief period following devaluations
in which it can be assumed that the quantities of exports and imports have
not yet had time to adjust. The constancy of quantities in that "passthrough period" can result from either of two situations. First, supply
might be perfectly inelastic for a while because exporters cannot instantly
alter their output or their sales abroad. Alternatively, demand might be
20. "TradeEffects,"p. 53.
21. Ibid., p. 55.
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perfectly inelastic because importers require time to substitute among
commodities and to change their flow of orders.
Consider the situation in which the supply of U.S. exports is perfectly
inelastic for some interval after a devaluation of the dollar, while demand
has some elasticity. The demand curve of foreign buyers for U.S. goods
would be unchanged in terms of their own currency, and therefore the
price in dollars would be driven up by the amount of the devaluation. Thus
there would be no pass-through of the devaluation into lower prices of
U.S. exports measured in foreign currencies. On the other hand, if demand
is completely inelastic while supply has some elasticity, the dollar price of
U.S. exports would not change and the price in foreign currencywould fall,
yielding full pass-through. For U.S. imports, perfectly inelastic demand
again means that the devaluation is passed through into the prices of
buyers-the dollar price (and, with fixed quantities, the total value) of imports rises by the full amount of the devaluation. On the other hand, inelastic supply implies no pass-through-the dollar price of imports remains
unchanged as the foreign currencyprice of U.S. imports falls.
As in the currency-contractcase, there are four possible combinations of
results-two each on the side of imports and exports. These are shown in
Table 2, which is the equivalent for the pass-through period of the Table 1
taxonomy for the currency-contractperiod.
The worst result for the U.S. trade balance in the pass-through period is
case 4, which has full pass-through on both sides. In that case, the U.S.
trade balance deteriorates in both dollars and foreign currencies precisely
because foreign suppliers absorb none of the loss due to the dollar devaluation in their profit margins, while U.S. exporters exploit none of the gain
by raising the dollar price of their products. What may be most favorable
for the quantity-adjustmentperiod is least favorable for the pass-through
period. On the other hand, the absence of any pass-through in the period
in which quantities are fixed leads to case 1, which assures improvement in
the U.S. trade balance after a dollar devaluation.
Consider the following statement:
Anotherreasonfor the disappointinglack of impactof past exchange-rateadjustmentshas beenthat they weren'talwaysreflectedin the finalpricesof exports
and imports.For example,followingthe last upwardvaluationof the Japanese
yen, manyJapaneseexporterssimplyabsorbedthe increase,reducingtheirprofit
marginsinsteadof raisingprices.And many Americaninternationalcompanies
took the last dollardevaluationas an opportunityto increasethe profitmargins
of their overseasaffiliatesinsteadof cuttingprices.22
22. WallStreetJournal,February14, 1973, p. 13.
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For U.S. imports, this means that payments in dollars are constant while
payments in foreign currencyfall. For exports, there is no change in dollars
or in foreign currency since the American corporation still quotes the same
dollar price for the exports to the subsidiary and it reports the same foreign
currencyprice to the customs authorities abroad. (The increased payment
to the United States in dollars occurs only when foreign earnings are repatriated: This helps the current account, but not the trade balance.) Thus,
the trade balance is constant in dollars and improves in foreign currency. If
the U.S. export transaction had been at arm's length, dollar payments for
U.S. exports would have increased, leading to case 1 in Table 2,23 the best
possible case for the United States.24
Evidence was cited earlier that Japanese exporters were permitting sizable decreases in the yen prices of their goods sent to the United States.
This practice will minimize the short-run increase in the dollar value of
U.S. imports. The following evidence indicates that sizable capital gains on
exports can be expected as a result of the devaluations:
Only about one-thirdof Americanproducts exported to West Germany,for
instance,cost less in marks,a U.S. embassytradeofficialsays.Althoughthe mark
was revaluedupwardby 13.57%againstthe dollar, most exporterscontinueto
chargetheir Germancustomersthe same prices as before devaluation.Thus, in
effect,they are eitherraisingtheir own profits or retainingmarginsthat would
have been paredby risingcosts.25
If these two small bits of evidence permit generalizations, case 1 in Table 1
appears the most likely case empirically (that is, both export and import
supply are relatively inelastic in the short run). Thus, the U.S. trade balance should improve in the (fixed-quantity) pass-through period.

The Quantity-adjustment
Period
What can be expected once quantities start to adjust?Figure 2 shows the
supply and demand for U.S. exports expressed in dollars (2a) and foreign
currency (2b), as well as for imports in dollars (2c) and foreign currency
23. While the quotation dealt with sales from foreign affiliates,I have translated
them into exports so that they fit the analysisin Table 2.
24. Using "best" here implies a mercantile,and not necessarilya welfare, point of
view with regardto the trade balance.
25. Wall Street Journal, December 18, 1972, p. 1.
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(2d). In all these cases the equilibrium prior to devaluation is denoted by
point E. The currency-contractand pass-through periods analyzed above
may be viewed as the intervals in which quantities remain fixed at either
QXo or QMo. In the currency-contractperiod, the price either stays at E or
moves straight up or down to E$ or Ef, depending on whetherthe contracts
are denominated in dollars or in foreign currencies, respectively. Similarly,
in the pass-through period the situation may be at E, Ef, or E$, depending
on whether the constancy of quantities is the result of perfectly inelastic
supply or perfectly inelastic demand over that interval. In the pass-through
period, if export supply is perfectly inelastic, the dollar price of U.S. exports rises to Ef in Figure 2a while the foreign currency price stays at E in
Figure 2b; if export demand is inelastic, the dollar prices remain at E in 2a
and the foreign currency prices fall to E$ in 2b. The reverse is true for inelastic import supply (dollar prices stay at E in 2c and foreign currency
prices fall to E$ in 2d) and inelastic import demand (dollar prices rise to Ef
in 2c and foreign currency prices stay constant at E in 2d). An important
point here is that trade balance behavior and the path of adjustment in the
quantity-adjustmentperiod depend on what happened in the pass-through
period. Since case 1 was found to be a likely possibility in the pass-through
period, it is worth examining in some detail.
Consider the U.S. trade balance in dollars. Case 1 of Table 2 corresponds
to a short-runincrease in export prices to Ef in Figure 2a and no change in
import prices at E in Figure 2c. The quantities of exports start increasing
as the vertical short-runsupply curve for exports begins to rotate clockwise
through point E in Figure 2a. Whether the value of exports increases or
decreases depends on the elasticity of the short-run demand curve.
There is some persuasive evidence that the short-run demand curve is
inelastic and its rotation takes a fairly long time. Thus, as quantities begin
to adjust, the dollar value of U.S. exports is likely to decline. The quantities
of imports will start to decline as a result of devaluation after the currencycontract-pass-through period. Again, assume that the demand for imports
is inelastic. Rotation of the previously vertical supply curves S and S'
through E in Figure 2c results in an increased dollar payment for imports.
As a result, based on the assumptions of what occurredin the pass-through
period, the expectation might be for a deterioration in the U.S. trade
balance early in the quantity-adjustmentperiod.
The preceding analysis is very tentative since the adjustment from one
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equilibrium point (E) to another (E') is a complicated matter: Almost any
pattern of movement can occur with little variation in the plausibility of
the assumptions. Empirical verification of the results for the pass-through
and quantity-adjustmentperiods is difficult here since a fairly sophisticated
model is required to determine when the pass-through period ends and the
quantity-adjustmentperiod begins. It is worth noting that the currencycontract period for the Smithsonian dollar devaluation probably ended at
the end of the first quarter of 1972. Thereafterthere was a trend improvement in the U.S. trade balance until October. The average monthly trade
balance for November 1972, through February 1973, was disappointingly
below trend.
These data are not inconsistent with the hypothesized deterioration in
the U.S. trade balance during the currency-contract period (case 2), improvement during a hypothetical pass-through period from March through
October 1972 (as implied in case 1), and a subsequent decline early in the
quantity-adjustment period. However, this conclusion was drawn in the
absence of a systematic examination of the quantity side, the data may have
been affected by special factors, and the results may be influenced by movements of the trade balance in the direction predicted by the activity variable
in Figure 1 since 1971:4.

The Emergenceof the W-Curve
The purpose of this paper has been to examine in some detail the possible
movements in a country's trade balance after devaluation. The short-run
adjustment process was divided into three parts: the currency-contract
period, the pass-through period, and the quantity-adjustmentperiod. Most
of the analysis dealt with the first two periods. Theoretically, the trade
balance can go either way in each period. Thus, in addition to J-curves,
I-, L-, M-, N-, V-, and W-curves, plus their inversions, might be a minimum
for a proper alphabet-soup analysis of the short-runtrade effects of devaluation.26 I hypothesized that for the 1971 dollar devaluations, some likely
empirical results were deterioration during the currency-contract period,
improvement during the pass-through period, and further deterioration in
26. Some of these requirenonmonotonicityof effectson the tradebalanceduringthe
quantity-adjustmentperiod.
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the early part of the quantity-adjustmentperiod. If this analysis is correct
and if devaluation, other things equal, eventually leads to an improvement
in the U.S. trade balance, a W-curve merits some investigation.

Discussion
SEVERALPARTICIPANTS COMMENTED on Magee's interpretation of the
currency speculations and the ensuing devaluation early in 1973. Walter
Salant distinguished between two types of "rational" speculation: one kind
justified by nonexpectational or objective factors, which can be rational for
speculators as a group; and another based on expectations of what other
speculators will do, which can be rational for any individual speculator who
correctly assesses the prevailing mood.
Lawrence Krause argued that the speculation of early 1973 was quite
rational in the first sense as a response to a fundamental disequilibriumfor
the Japanese yen, if not for the dollar. In his judgment, the tranquillity of
world money markets late in 1972 was predicated on confident expectation
that the yen would be appreciated shortly after the Japanese elections.
When it subsequently became clear that the Japanese had no intention of
revaluing, the stage was set for a currency crisis. Paul Samuelson added
that Japanese experts had been predicting a change in the exchange ratio
between dollars and yen for many months; they had become "elasticity
pessimists," concluding that the adjustments to the Smithsonian revaluation had been essentially completed by late in 1972, and had failed to restore equilibrium.Thus, many transactiohs of Japan with the United States
were conducted with a revalued exchange rate in mind; this led to the
kinds of anticipatory transactions that Magee discusses. But Samuelson
noted that such anticipatory behavior can result in a reverse J-effectfor an
appreciatingcountry, with its surplus exaggeratedshortly before the change
in exchange rates, and the deterioration exaggerated for an interval thereafter.
Concerning the more immediate causes of the dollar devaluation, Samuelson pointed to the U.S. decision to relax wage-price controls, which
evoked a strong negative reaction abroad. The proclamations of some U.S.
officials in favor of flexible exchange rates may also have contributed to it.
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In general,Samuelsondoubtedthat bootstrapspeculation-withno objective basis-would significantlyalter exchangerates. He noted that internationaltradersand financiershave had strongobjectivereasonsto take
bearishpositionson the dollarthroughoutthe past dozen years, and the
dollarhas been chronicallyweak.
Samuelson,Alan Greenspan,and FrankSchiffquestionedMagee'semphasison the three-or four-to-oneratio of mobileassetsheld privatelyto
thoseheldby centralbanks.Samuelsonsaw no way to appraisethe safety,
normality,or optimalityof any particularratio of this type. On the other
hand,severalagreedthat a fixedparitysystemis increasinglycrisis-prone.
Greenspansuggestedthat the rapidgrowthof privatelyheld liquidassets
deservedstress,sinceit introduceda dynamicvolatilityinto currencymarkets.Schifffelt thatthe $268billionestimateof privatelyheldforeignliquid
assetswas highlyquestionableas a measureof "mobile"funds,noting,for
example,that it omittedthe possibilityof moneyflowingout of U.S. domesticholdings.He thoughtthatthe Smithsonianagreementhadconvinced
the worldfinancialcommunitythat majorchangesin exchangeratescan
occur,increasingthe sensitivityof responsesto uncertainties.This greater
sensitivitycouldbe evenmoreimportantthanthe growthin the quantityof
mobilefunds.
On the questionof contractdenomination,Schiffreportedhearingof a
numberof companiesthat have recentlyswitchedboth their importand
exportcontractsinto foreigncurrencydenominations.Thesereportstended
period. John
to supportMagee'sinferencesabout the currency-contract
Karekendoubtedthat the denominationof contractscould be uniquely
linkedto marketpower.A monopolistmightuse his marketpowerfullyin
settingthe pricein termsof a givencurrency,and then have no extrabargainingpower to exact a furtherconcessionin terms of the currencyin
whichthe contractis to be denominated.
Walter Salant acceptedMagee's conclusionthat the presenceof the
J-curveeffectdependspartlyon the currencyin whichpast contractsare
denominated(whatMageecalledthe "contract"problem);but he emphasizedthat the currencyin whichpricesare quotedis irrelevantto contracts
made after the devaluation(the "pass-through"problem).Whateverthe
currencyin whichpriceswere previouslybeing quoted,they presumably
willbe changedto takeinto accountthe effectsof the exchangeratechange
on demand,on the seller'scosts, and on competitionfrom othersuppliers.
Thus, the pass-throughproblemis not economicallycomparableto the
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contract problem. Further, Salant noted that the market power of a country selling to a devaluing country, which was the one economic factor
included in Magee's analysis of the pass-through problem, does not depend
on the degree to which the selling country specializes in that product. Its
market power depends on the degree of competition in selling the product,
both among its own sellers and between them and seliers of other countries.
Moreover, in the absence of competition it could have great market power
even without specialization. Thus, a country's specialization is neither a
sufficient nor a necessary condition for market power.
On another issue, Salant wondered whether the relationship between
differentialgrowth rates and the trade balance depicted in Magee's Figure 1
had held up prior to 1967. Magee replied that the relationship was also
close between 1960 and 1967. Hendrik Houthakker felt that a scatter diagram (or some other more analytical presentation) of that relationship
would be more illuminating than the graphical presentation that had been
offered.

